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SEIZED! 

2600 Bulletin Board is Implicated in Raid on Jersey Hackers 
On July 12, 1985, law enforcement released in the custody of his parents. The 

officials seized the Private Sector BBS, the next day the ~rican Civil Libe:ties Union 
official computer bulletin board of 2600 took over his defense. The ACLU ca..ented 
magazine, for "complicity in computer that it would be very hard for Rockoff to 
theft, " under the newly passed, and yet J?rove a colUlpiracy just "because the sae 
untested, New Jersey Statute 2C:20-25. 1nfor.ation, construed by the prosecutor to 
Police nad uncovered in April a credit be illefal, appears on two bulletin boards,"
carding ring operated arouna a Middlesex especia ly as Rockoff ad.itted that "he d1d 
County electronic bulletin board, and from not believe any of the defendants knew each 
there investigated other North Jersey other." The ACLU believes that the system
bulletin boards. Not understanding subject operator's rights were violated, as he was 
matter of the Private Sector BBS i police assumed to be involved in an illegal
assumed that the sysop was invo ved in activity just because of other people under 
illegal activities. Six other computers 
were also seized in this investigation,
including those of Store Manager who ran a 
BBS of his own Beowolf, Red Barchetta, the 
Vampire, NJ Hack Shack, sysop of the NJ Hack 
Shack BBS, and that of the sysop of the 
Treasure Chest BBS. 

Immediately after this action, members of 
2600 contacted the media, who were 
completely unaware of any of the raids. 
They began to bombard the Middlesex County 
Prosecutor's Office with questions and a 
press conference was announced for July 16. 
The system operator of the Private Sector 
BBS attempted to attend alon~ with reporters
from 2600. They were effechvely thrown off 
the premises. Threats were made to charge Bound Brook, New Jersey office of the FBI. 
them with trespassing and other crimes. An 
officer who had at first received them 
civilly was threatened with the loss of his 
job if he didn't get them removed promptly.
Then the car was chased out of the parking
lot. Perhaps prosecutor Alan Rockoff was 
afraid that the presence of some technically
literate reporters would ruin the effect of 
his press release on the public. As it 
happens, 'he didn' t n~d our help.

The next day the details of the press
conference were reported to the public by
the press. As Rockoff intended, paranoia secur1ty peop e, and others who are 
about hackers ran rampant. Headlines got as interested in the subject matter of the BBS,
ridiculous as hackers ordering tank parts by hardly the underfround ca.munity of computer
telephone from TRW and moving satellites 
with their home computers in order to make 
free phone calls. These and even more 
exotic stories were reported by otherwise 
respectable media sources. The news con
ference understandably made the front page
of most of the major newspapers in the US,
and was a major news item as far away as 
Australia and in the United Kingdom due to 
the sensationalism of the claims. We will 
try to explain why these claims may have 
)een made in this issue. 

investigation who happened to have posted 
messages on his board. 

In another stat~nt which seems to 
confirm Rockoff's belief in guilt by assoc
iation, he announced the next day that 1t630 
J?eople were being investigated to determine 
1f any used their computer e9uipment fraudu
lently. It We believe this 1S only the user 
list of the NJ Hack Shack, so the actual 
list of those to be investigated may turn 
out to be almost 5 times that. The sheer 
overwhelmin, difficulty of this task .sy
kill this 1nvestigation, especially as they
find that many hackers s~ly leave false 
information. Computer hobbyists all across 
the country have already been called by the 

They reported that the FBI ag~nts used scare 
tactics in order to_force confessions or to 
provoke them into turning in others. We 
would like to remind those who get called 
that there is nothing inherently wronf or 
illegal in calling any BBS, nor in ta king
about any activity. The FBI would not 
cODBIent on the case as it is an "onfoinf 
investifation" and in the hands of the oca 
prosecu or. They wi11 soon find that many 
on the Private Sector BBS's user list are 
data J?rocessinf managers, telecommunications 

criminals depic ed at the news conference. 
The Private Sector BBS was a completely open
BBS, and police and security peoJ?le were 
even invited on in order to J?art1cipate.
The BBS was far from the "e11te" type of 
underground telecom boards that Rockoff 
attempted to portray.

Within two days Rockoff took back almost 
all of the statements he made at the news 
conference, as AT&T and the DOD discounted 
the claims he made. He was understandably
unable to find real proof of Private 

On July 18 the operator of The Private Sector's alleged illegal activity, and was
Jector was formally charged with "computer faced with having to return the cOlIPuter 
conspiracytt under the above law, and (continued on page 2-51) 
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COMMENTARY: THE THREAT TO US ALL 

We're very used to reporting on this kind mean is a re-definition of BBS's into a sort 

of a story. We've done it so many times in of public utility. The system operator 
our p~es that we're tempted to gloss over would have to take full res~onsibilty for 
"raid" stories because they've becOlie so everything that was posted. This means if 
commonplace.. But we realize that we cannot he went away for a week and idn't censor 
ever ignore such events, because we all need messages, he could find himself facing 
to know what is happening out there. It's charges when he came back!) The system
really not a pretty sight. operator would also be required to confirm 

Mention the word computer to someone and the identities of all users and we wouldn't 
you'll see a variety of reactions. In our at all be surprised if part of this involves 
case it would be overwhelming enthusiasm, the paying of some sort of fee for a 
much like an explorer confronting a new license. These sound very much like the 
adventure. But to many people, computers kind of tactics used by repressive rr ',es 
are evil and scary. This takes two forms: to curb public assemblies and newspape Is 
fear of the computers themselves, and this in fact what is happening? Alen't 
complete ignorance as to what they and their bulletin boards a form of public assembly, a 
operators are capable of doing. We saw kind of electronic publicat!o~?

plenty of the latter last month. Before all of the computer hobbyists out


We don't care if people refuse to under there start hating the "hackers" for ruining
stand computers and how they fit in. tofuat the future of bulletin boards, we'd like for 
we do object to, however is when these same them to view this whole affair as an import
people inqist on being the ones to pass laws ant and inevitable test. True, some boards 
and defin abuses concerning computers. In today are being used for sleazy things and 
every inv ltigation we have seen, ignorance crim1nals are involved. One could say the 
abounds. True, such ignorance can be amus same thing about telephones or even cars. 
ing -- we .!l got a good la 6h when we heard (Think of how much illegal information must 
the New ~ ~rsey authorities insisting that be passed wi 4 hin the confines of some 
the hacker. were mo' ~ng satellites "through people's cars.) The fact is we cannot 
the blue Leavens" But losing The Private sacrifice a freedom simply because some bad 
Sector isn't at al funny, and whether you people are using it. 
were a caller to thhc bulletin board or not, We see this sort of test frequently. When 
its loss is a very troubling sign. police pull you over and ask all kinds of

What was The Private Sector? Picture a questions when you haven't done anything
sounding board of ideas, theories> and ex wrong j you probably wind up fairly annoyed.
periences and you'll have a good idea. The But wnen they say it's a war of catching
Private Sector was a place to ask questions, drunk drivers -- well, now that s different. 
talk to experts, and learn a hell of a lot A little bit of freedom isn't all that im
about high technology. It was never a place P9rtant when the public welfare is at stake. 
to trade illegal information, such as Sprint What rubbish! And what a perfect way to 
codes, credit card numbers, or computer start eroding our rights as individuals. 
passwords. The system operator took We're ~lad that we were able to convince 
elaborate measures to ensure this, such as the Amer1can Civil Liberties Union to take 
going through each and every message, public the case, which is most likely their 
and ~rivate, on a daily bas1s to maxe sure introduction to the issues that surround the 
noth1ng shady was transpiring. We don't use of computers. We've found food media 
believe he should have had to do even this. like The Heft' York TiJlles that actua ly cares 
We can>t condone censorship of any kind - about what is said in their stories and 
our feelings were that if p~ople wanted to attempts to find out what all the sides are. 
do illegal things, then they would face the We've also seen sensationalism at its worst, 
consequences, not the people who simply such as WABC-TV, which took our comments out 
talked to them. But the sysop had his own of context and made us seem like an 
policy and he stuck by it and kept the board anti-hacker establishment! Or The Heft' York 
clean. He wanted two things: a good, Daily H~ reporter who asked us after we 
interesting bulletin board and no trouble said the system operator was "surprised" to 
with authorities. At least he managed to see his computer taken> "Was ,he shocked?" 
obtain one of those goals. Most of all though, we're amazed at the 

Again we see ignorance and a disregard response of hackers and non-hackers alike,
towards the rights of all of us. They came who came to the defense of The Private 
and took our board, whose only "crime" was Sector, offering services, equipment, ad
being mentioned on another board that had vice. Our phones have been jammed -- we've 
been raided the month before. The Private never seen anything like this. Everyone who 
Sector was completely innocent of any wrong called The Private Sector knows it was 
doing. Yet it is being held at this moment, devoid of all the thin~s it's bein~ accused 
without bail. See the connection to free of having. The most 1mportant th1ng anyone
speech yet? Many people have trouble seeing can do at this point is to make sure 
this because of that word computer. Yet a everyone knows. The concept of a bulletin 
computer bulletin board is probably the board must be understood. The value of The 
purest form of free speech that exists Private Sector must be known. The connec
today. Anyone can call, anyone can speak. tion to publications and freedom of speech
True identity is not required. Why should has to be established so that people under
this be considered a threat in a democracy? stand the threat to theJII whenever a bullet in 

We've been told there is legislation pend board is shut down. When we do this we'll 
ing in the House of Representatives to be that much closer to getting The Private 
"regulate" bulletin boards. What this would Sector back on line and making a positive

precedent. 
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2600 A Hacking Victim 

2600 N~ Servitt message immediately or that fake carrier tone Skyline loves to 

When we received our June SBS Skyline bill, we were a bit send out. That tone, incidentally, is for you hackers with Apples 
surprised. Over six hundred dollars of it came from calls we and Commodores that scan all night long looking for the code 
never made. But what's really interesting is the way that the that will get you through to a number that responds with a 
Skyline people handled it. In early June, we got a call telling us carrier tone. In the morning, you see how many carrier detects 
that their sophisticated equipment detected hackers trying to you got and which codes got them for you. Skyline's idea is that 
guess a code by scanning numerically. They said our code if every invalid code gives a hacker a carrier tone, there is no 
would soon be discovered, so they were going to give us a new way for acomputer to separate the good codes from the bad 
one, with two extra digits added. They did this and that very ones. Come on! How about setting your computer to dial a 
dayour old code was inactivated. The illegal calls had occurred non-carrier and telling it to print out only those codes that 
beJore that day, and we figure Skyline must have known this. didn't get a carrier tone? And there are probably a hundred 
Maybe they thought that 2600, in our corporate clumsiness, more ways. Big corporations can be sp much fun. 
would pay a huge bill without investigation. Many big 
companies would. Gotta give them credit for trying. New Phone System For Courthouse 

When we called up about it, they didn't want to handle it over New Brunswick Home News 

the phone! "Send the bill through the mail," they said. "Mark The Middlesex County Courthouse and Administration 
the calls you made and deduct the rest." Why are phone Building will have a new phone system installed to increase the 
companies so afraid to do things over the phone? security of the complex, according to Middlesex County 

As long as Skyline decided to give the "perpetrators" some Prosecutor Alan J. Rockoff. [Yes, the same Alan J. Rockoff 
extra time before the investigation starts, we figure we might as that was convinced computer hackers were moving satellites 
well lend a hand too. Our' old code was 880099. We loved that through the "blue heavens".] 
code and are very upset at losing it. Our new eight digit one is The phone system, due by September, will be able to detect 
very difficult to remember and nowhere near as fun. and cut off unauthorized calls made in an emergency situation. 

And one last note about those new eight digit numbers. "Once a phone is activated it will show up on this massive 
Phone phreaks have already figured out a way around them. If diagram that will be on a computer screen and will show where 
you dial the first six digits of an eight digit code, then the ten that phone is being used in the courthouse or the administration 
digit phone number and hit a # key, you'll get your tone back! building," Rockoff said. 
That means there are only a hundred possible codes since there The system would monitor which phones were active and 
are only two more digits to figure out and one of them definitely would be able to cut connections in an instant. Rockoff 
works! If you enter six digits that are not part of an eight digit promised that the system would not be designed to tap phones. 
code, and then a ten digit phone number, you'll get an error [Of course, if his knowledge of tapping is anything like his 

knowledge of satellites .... ] 

Seizure ofPrivate Sector (continuedJrompage2-49) 

equipment with nothi~g to show for his and if the prosecutors don't cooperate
effort. Rockoff pan1cked, and on July 31, will commence court proceedings against 
t~e sxst~ operat~r had a new charge against them. "They haven't been particularly
h1m, w1r1ng ':lP h1s compute~ as a bl':le box." cooperative," he said. 

A~parently th1s was referr1n~ to h1s Nova- Rockoff probably will soon reconsider 

t10n Ap~lecat modem which 1S capable of taking Private Sector's case to court as he 
g~nerat1ng any hertz tone over the phone will have to admit he Just didn't kn~ what 
l1ne. By this stretch of imagination an he was doing when he se1zed the BBS. The 
Applecat could pro~uce.a 2600 hertz tone as ar~est warr~t listed only "computer con
weq as the MF wh1ch 1S necessary for "blue sp1racy" aga1nst Private Sector which is 
box1ng." However, each and every other much more difficult to prosecute' than the 
owner of an A~plecat or any other modem that multitude of charges a~ainst some of the 
can geHe~ate 1ts ~ tones therefore has other defendants, which 1nclude credit card 
also w1red up h1s computer as a blue box" fraud, toll fraud, the unauthorized entry 
~y mere~y.installing the modem. This charge into computers and numerous others. 
1S so r1d1culous that Rockoff probably will Both Rockoff and the ACLU mentioned the 
never bother to ~ress it. However, the Supreme Court in their press releases but 
wording of Nir~nK up the ca.puter gives he will assuredly take one of his str~nger
Rockoff an excuse to continue to hold onto cases to test the new New Jersey computer
the compute~ ~onger in his futile search for crime law. By seizing the BBS just because 
111egal act1v1ty. of su~posed activities discussed on it 

"We have requested that the prosecutors Rockoff raises constitutional questions'
give us more specific information," said Darrell Paster, a lawyer who centers much of 
Arthur Miller, the lawyer for The Private his work on comp,uter crime, says the New 
Sector. "The charges are so vague that we Jersey case is 'just another example of 
c~'t r~ally preset:tt a case at this point." local law enforcement getting on the band":" 
M111~r w1~1 ~ppear 1~ court on August 16 to wagon of crime that has come into vogue to 
~bta1n th1s 1nformat10n. He is also issuing prosecute, and they have proceeded witn very 
3 demand for the return of the equipment f t' d 256: 12-51 \con mue on page - :,/ 



moving satellites right up in ·the blue ... 

[lfhen t;e details of the Middlesex COUDt BBS (telecoaaunications)l AUTOVON r the DoD's 

Prosecutor s Office press conference hit the private telephone networK, was of"ten brough~
neNSpapers the next day~ the ridiculous up because it offers an extremely inter-· 
charges .ade.aoy people knowl~eable about esting network architecture quite different 
techDologr aDd c~uters ve~ disgusted. than civilian phone systeas. Some AUTOVON 
Jllany si.ple aDd innocent bits of infonlStion phone nUJDbers were on the board as exaaples
had been tllisted into "evidence·" of illegal of the format of the unique numbering plan.
activities. With the aid of The Shadow~ lie These numbers are easy to obtain and have 
have put together a guide to these appeared on other boards. These AUTOVON 
.isinterpretations in the hopes that phone numbers can be obtained from a declas
everyone CaD see how this invest~~tiaD has sified 000 ~hone book available from the 
gotten ~letely out of control.} Government Pr1nting Office for a small fee. 

One of the more sensationalist of the One of the more muddled of the ch es was 
crimes of the hackers was, as Middlesex reported by media sources vari ly as 
County Prosecutor Alan Rockoff said, "chang- hackers "ordering tank parts using stolen 
ing the positions of satellit"s u~ in the credit cards by computer from TRW", breaking
blue heavens" and causin, cc·.nul1cations into TRW computers for top secret infona
satellites to "change posit10ns" in order to ation on tank parts, and other variations. 
make free phone calls "~ossibly d.isrupting It turns out that TRW does do some defense 
intercontinental cO..uD1cations and making contracting, but it has nothin, at all to do 
legitimate phone calls impossible." This with tank parts, instead mak1ng automobile 
story was twisted by the media to the extent parts for various non-tank military
of dire predictions of hackers causing vehicles~ TRW does have a credit rating
satellites to crash into the Soviet Union, service accessable by computer, but this is 
provoking a nuclear war, as heard on one in a completeLY separate divis10n. Somehow 
Wednesday morning radio news progra., and the authorities and the ~ress had mangled
the "disruption of telex and telephone the differen~ alleged cr1mes of credit card 
transmission between two continents." Very fraud and the breaking into of a defense 
soon afterwards AT&T and Comsat denied that contractor's computer system which happened 
any attempts to re-route satellites had been to have defense department information in 
made. In fact, an AT&T executive on the it. Since TRW is in both credit ratings and 
MacNeil-Lehrer Report stated that the defense contractingl it would be an obvious 
ca.puters which controlled the satellites Jump in illogic to nave the hackers break 
weren't even connected with the phone lines 1nto TRW computers and order tank parts by
and that the satellites were constantly credit card. 
monitored for movement, and none had ever And Just why was the Private Sectl 
been detected. discuss1ng TRW in the first place? TRW' 

So how did this fallacy arise? Not having credit rating computers were discussed on 
been on the other boards we can only assume the Private Sector much as TRW was discussed 
that ther mar have contained information on in 2600 (July 1984). Since people's private
making il efa international calls, ,iving credit information is stored under shoddy
the police he idea that there was 1nter- security, it naturally came up in the dis
national phreaking. Many long distance com- cussion of computer security as a particu
panies use satellites to transmit their larly bad instance. Such discussions 
calls. The Private Sector BBS had much in- weren't for the purpose of breaking into 
formation on satellites, fitting in with its c~uter systems, but were conducted by 
purpose as a telecommunications information var10US hackers (not ca.puter criminals) and 
source. One recurring topic was TASI, (Time data processing managers who were interested 
Assignment Speech Interpolation) a method of in security methods and computer abuses. 
transmitting satellite conversations. TASI Another possible source of confusion is 
is only the packet switching of telephone the fact that many of the messages on the 
conversations, where the conversation is BBS's that were confiscated were written by
converted into Baall ~ackets and sent over people 13 years old or rounger. People this 
satellite and manr long distance circuits age may brag and te 1 stories as young
effectively st.u taneously alon, with manr people sometimes do. We're sure that you
other conversations. TASI perm1ts severa can imagine a young person telling his 
conversations to be sent over one satellite friends now he blew up an AT&T computer or 
circuit, thus permitting more conversations knocked a satellite out of orbit, much the 
without taDdinf up more satellites. It is same way he might brag 'about the speed of 
comparable to alking about modem transmis- his father's new sports car. It would be 
sion .athods. As far as we know there is no quite irresponsible of authorities to issue 
way to use TASI and similar information the kid's father a ticket based on this just
fraudulently, and certainly one cannot move as it was irresponsible of them to announce 
satellites usinf this. Evidently Middlesex to the press the list of computer crimes 
County lawen orceaent saw posted .assa,es without verifying that actual crimes did 
on the routing of calls thro~h a satel11te occur. The authorities are still unsure 
and Jumped due to paranoia, to the con- what crimes if any, actually took place.
clus10n it was for the .avingof the satel- When all these exotic charges are revealed 
lites. to be .are flifhts of fancy, a freat lack of 

Another of the more sensationalist charges knowledge abou computers and elephony is 
was that the youths had Department of uncovered on the part of law enforceaer.r 
Defense "secret telephone codes" that could We feel that law enforce.8nt official\!: 
enable thea to penetrate the Pentagon. Due along with teleca..unications hobbyists,
to the subject matter of the Private Sector should start to research the field by look
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• • .\Nhat \Nas really going on? 

ing in their public library, or even better 
a local college library (under 621 Dewey
Decimal). Several magazines also provide
good information, such as Teleca. Digest,
COJIIIIIunications Age, as well as 2600 and 
other telecom industry publications.

Credit Card Fraud Explained
With regards to thp credit card part of 

this whole thin1 nere is a brief guide to 
how credl t card .lumbers are used fraudu
lently.

First one obtains a complete credit card 
r,umber including expiration date. If a 
driver's license number, social security
number, or other information is also ob
tained, then it is easier to use the credit 

. card number to charge goods and services. 
Credit and other information is usually
found in the form of carbons (actual carbon 
paper that fits between the credit slip and 
the receipt) that are often discarded after 
their use. Carbons contain all of the 
information from a previous legitimate
purchase. If someone is required to include 
their address or social security number with 
their credit card number then this will also 
ap~ear on the carbon which is found in the 
dally trash of many retail stores. One can 
then call up a company that takes charge
re9uests over the phone and order gooas
USIng the credit card information that was 
found with the trash. 

But the real hurdle to committing credit 
card fraud is to have the packa~e delivered 
and for this one needs a mailIng address. 
This can be obtained a few ways. One is to 
get a post office box under an assumed name, 
and another is to have it delivered to a 
place where it can be picked up before the 
package is noticed. By using stolen or 
false identification or by being convincing 
to a postal clerk, one can obtain a post
office box. One can also ask for general
post office delivery, where the post office 
will put your package on the racks behind 
the counter waiting for you to pick up. By
finding a vacant or temporarily empty home 
one can also have the objects delivered 
there. 

And this is how it is done from start to 
finish. There may be more effective ways to 
c~lete the various stages, but all in all 
it IS that simple. This is mainly because 

to be involved; no illegal phone calls are 
involved; and it IS not nece~ary to break 
into TRW or other credit bureaus to commit 
this crime. 

Computers may be used as notepads or 
message boards where individuals might write 
down the information that they found in the 
trash. With regards to credit card fraud, 
co~uters are only used as a medium for com
munication.. Credit card carbons are so 
easily found and the process of performing
the actual ille~al'charge has been made so 
easy that it IS not even necessary to dis
cuss the toftc with others to be able to 
commit the crime. 

Because of the use of US mail or post
office boxes, the post office is involved in 
investigatin~ this type of crime. The 
Secret Service was authorized last October 
to investigate credit card fraud. The FBI 
has a variety of reasons to investigate.
There are already laws everywhere against
credit card fraud, and there are already as
sociated penalties. It is nothing new to 
law enforcement. In addition, much of all 
credit card fraud is committed by those who 
steal, manufacture, or find whole credit 
cards. 

We hope that this thorough explanation
will help to get rid of tnose inaccurate 
stories we've seen abounding. Again we'd 
like to clarify that law enforcement people
should learn a bit about computers and 
teleco..unications and above all try to con
trol their enthusiasm. 
~ are, of course, only qualified to 

comment on the specific case of The Private 
Sector. We feel that Rockoff and his 
cohorts will have to search a long time for 
the "special codes that provided illegal 
access to the information at issue" on The 
Private Sector, as they just aren't there. 

Latest news: 

+-------------------------------------+ 
! 

System News Posted: 05-29-85 
I 

+-------------------------------------+ 
companies make it easy to make a purchase RULES OF THIS BBS:while only su~plying a small amount of per
sonal informatIon. Often if a company has 
been guaranteed that it will be covered for 1) NO CODES/PASSWORDS/CC .'s are to bethe value of fraudulently charged goods, posted or exchanged via E-mail.then the company will make it easier for a Violation of this rule will cost youperson to charge them. your access. Remember we see everyThe problem of credit card fraud has~a few 

thing you type.simple cures: make it harder to order- ob
jects by phone (companies can issue a code 

2) POST INFORMATION relating to telecomthat must be verbally communicated in order 
to complete the purchase--one that doesn't ONLY! 
appear on the carbon) or discontinue the use 

These rules are to protect both you theof carbons in credit card receipts. There 

are many other safeguards that can be used user and we the sysops. 

to decrease this type of fraud. 


If you have any interesting articles 
guide in how to commit a crime, but an please send them to 2600 via Email to 

This section was not intended to be a 

edification of how this crime is not "2600 MAGAZINE" We appreciate all good 
committed. Credit card fraud is not high and informative articles. 
tech crime. No computer is involved or has 
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WHY COMPUTERS GET SNATCHED 
When a computer system is confiscated from 

a younf person because they break into 
someone s mainframe, because they have a BBS 
~ith lots of codes or passwords posted on 
1tl or. because they are caught making
il egal phone calls, no one complains. It 
is often said that the young person
obviously commited a crime and deserves to 
lose their computer. The kid's parents are 
not going to complain, because they know 
enougn to think twice about arguing with the 
FBI, The Secret Service, or whomever. Plus 
the parents do not ~ant to make headlines in 
the local papers. So what the authorities 
in effect are doing is convicting people and 
punishing thea by taking away their computer 
system. 'This is, in part, due to the fact 
that charges are often not pressed against 
young people who break into computers.

When one asks some big COmp81iY's public
relations department whether o~ not people
break into their computers they ar~ likely 
to say: "Oh no, of course not, we have the 
most secure systems." This is because it 
looks bad to admit to security breaches in 
one's system; one's livelihood. In the case 
of GTE-Telemail, the people there saw some
thing going wrong, told the FBI and then the 
case was out of their hands. A full four 
months or more after the raids in October,
1983 the default password was still the 
letter "A". And it was not until weeks 
after this was p~blicized that this was 
c~rrected (see .260Q, April 1984). Ob
v10usly Telema11 d1d not want to admit that 
they were reluctant to deal with the real 
problem. TRW was upset last summer when the 
press (see 2600, July 1984) had to tell the 
world about breaches into the company's
credit gatherin~ system.

These compan1es make money because their 
systems are reliable and secure and not 
~ecause they will pr?se~ute people who break 
1n. They know that 1t 1S not worth it to 
try to prosecute kids, and it is better to 
prosecute those who try to use a computer to 
embezzle. In addition kids are often exempt
from prosecution or, because of youthful
offender laws, will have little or no penal
ties ~laced against them. 

It 1S for these reasons that it is more 
advantageous for companies to have author
ities confiscate equipment and punish the 
hacker that way ratner than dragging them 
thro~gh .cour!. Th~y keep th~ eq~ipment by 
c~111ng 1t eV1dence 1n an ong01ng 1nvestiga
t10n, and they often return it if the kid 
tells them everything they know. (In
addition, the kid's confession about the 
poor security of whatever system he may have 
broken into is rarely related to the proper
security personnel at the company that owns 
the system.) This is also a form of harass
m~n! or scare ta~tics. Aren't young people
c1t1zens and don t they have rights just
like the rest of us? They have the right to 
due process and have to be proven guilty
beyond a reasonable doubt. 

Law enforcement types have said that they 
~ccasionally have to make hacking headlines 
1n order to reduce the amount of late night
computer activity. The~ have admitted that 
they need to get a good bust in before the 
summer starts, because they know that all 
young peo~le with computers may spend their 
s~er trY1ng to start World War III from 
the1r home. Anti -this is a no-no. 

Some Important Questions To Ask 

AU these ~v.ents rai~S"anYf QJJ.es,t ions:Who 1S respons1ble ~or a DB, 11 ~t 1S the 
sysop how about remote sysops? How much can 
one do to regulate a BBS? On the Private 
Sector messages were regularly scanned for 
potential illegal material and then deleted 
when found. Then the user who posted the 
message was denied any further access. What 
more can one do than this? Especially if 
the BBS is simply a hobby and not a full 
time job. On the Private Sector it was 
extremely unlikely to see a credit card 
number or an Allnet code. Plus is~'t ~t 
really illegal to use these codes? Th1s 1S 
because a crime has been comm ~d only
after a code has been used. But ,n again
in some states, namely California, it ~s 
illegal to tell people code formats. Th1s 
makes all credit card commercials, sample
credit cards, and this publication illegal
there. Does this sound right?

It also raises a variety of 9uestions on 
the admissibility of electro~1c eviden~e. 
The Middlesex prosecutors cons1der read1ng 
messages on a BBS the same as overhearing a 
conversation. Is this the proper way to 
look at BBS messages? And what about elec
tronic mail? Is the sysop responsible for 
the contents of electronic mail just because 
he provides the service? Isn't it just as 
sacred as US mail? Now, there are cur
rently no laws that re9uire court approval
in order to tap data 11nes. So, how does 
one consider evidence that is received by a 
legal, yet unapproved tap? If authorities 
can confiscate a suspect computer system
because it has an illegal message on it, why
don't they confiscate Compuserve when it i~ 
used by criminals to exchange ille~al infor
mation? Or is the government Just upset
about the fact that people are communicating
in an unregulated manner? These quest10ns 
go on and on. What are the answers? 

Some of the answers are only starting to 
appear as legislators address the problems
that are connected with the computer age.
But often they are only responses to head
lines. For instance, we were told that Sen
ator Paul Trible (R-Virginia) has recently
proposed legislation (S-1305) that would 
regulate obscene material on a BBS. Called 
the "Computer Pornography and Child Ex~loi
tation Prevention Act of 1985," the leg1s1a
tion would prohibit the posting of names or 
addresses of children and prevent discussion 
that could ,be .construed as pertainin~ to 
child expl01tat10n. A cou~le of expl1c1t 
messages might give suffic1ent cause to get 
a warrant to seize your BBS. We have not 
seen the legislation itself yet, but it was 
related to us by Jerry Berman of the ~er
ican Civil Liberties Union's Privacy ProJect 
in Washington. He said that th1s showed 
"Congress trying to regulate an industry
that no one understands and that has no con
stituency." This is all too true. 

On the other side, Berman told us about 
legislation that is being drafted by Patrick 
Leahy (D-Vermont) that would extend laws 
which limit wiretaps ih order to protect
data transmission, electronic mail, and 
BBS's. This is something that would be 
harder to get through Congress, as 
reduces the power of law enforcement. 

We will try to keep you informed when ~~& 
thing new happens. So ask the quest10ns 
now, before they are answered for you. 
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HOW CAN SYSOPS PROTECT THEMSELVES? 

A. wave of anxiety is sw~epiOf acro~e the

natl0n as BBS operators wonder 1 they 11 6e 
next, and BBS users· worry about whether or 
riot their names will show up in raided 
userlogs. As we've now seen, it makes no 
difference whether or not YQu're actually
engaged i~ illegf activity. Any bulletin 
board P'.J' ..here (' "uld be next and there's not 
"11 that much that can be done to prevent 
.t. Not until we get some laws passed to 
protect us. 

'In the meantime, however, there are a few 
suggestions we can pass along to either 
lessen the odds of a raid or to thwart the 
invaders before they manage to get into con
fidential material. 

Obviously, if you have a bulletin board 
that freguently posts codes and ~asswords, 
you can almost expect to get vislted, even 
if it's only being done in priyate mail. 
What's very important at this stage is the 
role the system operator is playing with 
regards to this inrormation. If he/she is 
an active participant, there will most cer
tainly be an attempt to make an example of 
them. It's similar to draft registration
evaders who publicize their opposition--they 
are the ones that get prosecuted, not the 
ones who keep a low profile about it. By 
runnin~ a bUlletin board, you are calling
attentlon to yourself so it stands to 
reason that you should keep your act clean. 

Had this article been written before July
12, we would have advised sysops to en
courage people not to post credit card 
numbers, passwords, etc. in order not to get
hassled. But this is no longer the case. 
With The Private Sector, authorities moved 
in even though the board was kept spanking
clean of the above. So now, the only way we 
can guarantee that your board won't be 
snatched from rou is if you unplug it and 
put it in a coset. Using a bulletin board 
for communication between two or more people 
can now be considered risky.

Assuming that you still want your board 
up, there are other precautionary measures. 
For one thing, the boards that ask the 
caller whether or not they work for law en
forcement really are working against them
selves. First off, do they honestly expect
all law enforcement types to dutifully say 
yes and never call back when they're denied 
access? Do they really think that these 
~eo~le can't get their foot in the door even 
lf lt is an "elite" board? Even if there is 
noth,ing ille~al on such a board, attenti<;>D
is drawn to lt by such statements and .1t 
will become impossible to persuade the 
authorities that there simply isn't a higher 
access level. On the same token, sysops
that run a disclaimer with words to the 
effect of "the sysop takes no responsibility
for what is said on this board" are kidding
themselves if they think this is going to 
save them from harassment. Those words 
should apply, naturally, but at the moment 
th~I dun' t 5eew tu. 

Whether or not you want to censor the 

messages on your system is up to you. Some
times it helps to weed out undesirables and 
sometimes it's an intrusion into someone's 
privacy. We never liked the practice,
although it was done re~larlv on The 
Private Sector. It's your board and you
have the rifht to run it your way.

What rea ly needs to be address~d at this 
point is the concept of protectl0n. Yes, 
you have the right to protect yourself
against thugs that come into your hom~, no 
matter who sent them. One way lS by
scrambled data. There are ~jany scrambling 
programs around and some of them are quite 
~ood; even the NSA would have a time crack
lng the code. We feel that all userlogs
should be scrambled, at the very least. (In 
some cases, a valid form of protection would 
be to keep no userlog at all.) System oper
ators should try to figure out ~ way to 
scramble everything so that nothlng lS 
available to unauthorized parties. When 
raids become totally fruitless, mayb~ then 
they will sto~. Of course, now there lS the 
problem of belng forced. under penalty of 
law, to unscrSmble every~hing. A vivid 
imagination can probably flnd a way around 
this as well. 

The best method of protection is complete
destruction of data. Some people hook up
their computers so that if the wrong door is 
opened or a button isn't pressed, a ~et 
activates and wipes the disk clean. B?o~ies 
like to do this with their Apples. Su.l1ar 
systems can be rigged so that if a computer
is unplu~ged, the first thing it does upon 
revival lS a ~urge.(not a d~rect?ry purge
which comes wlth slmply delet1ng flle names l 
a complete reformatting of the disk whicn 
erases 811 data). This means, though, that 
every power failure will have t~e same 
• ffect. It will take some time to make a 
good system of protection, but this is pro
bably the most constructive project that BBS 
operators can engage in. It doesn't matter 
if you have "nothing to hide". The fact is 
you have everything to protect from !n
truding eyes. Because when .they .se1ze 
equipment they read everythlng w1thout 
concern that the sysop may be the caretaker 
of people's personal messages and writings.

We'd like to hear other methods of out
smarting these goons. It's not very har~. 
For instance, you could have a bulletln 
board dial-in at one location i which will 
then call-forward to the, real ocation l or 
still another dummy 10catl0n. Each of tnese 
requires another phone line t but you'll get
plenty of warning, espec1ally if a ~ummy 
computer is set up at one of the 10cat10ns. 
And this is only the beginning.

'We don't enjoy having to suggest these 
courses of action. We'd like very much to 
be able to get on w~th what we're ~upp?sed 
to be doing: discusslng telecommunlcat10ns 
and computers in our own way. Instead we 
have to pause again to aeFend our right to 
say these things .. It's a necessary cour~e 
of action and, lf we hold our heads up, 1t 
w;ll be a successful one. 
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PRIVATE SECTOR SEIZED 
(continued/rom page 2-51) 

little technical understanding, and in the 
process they have abused many people's
constitutional ri~ts. What we have devel MV COMPLIMENTS TO
oping is a mini wItch hunt which is analo
gous to some.of the arrests at day care 
centers, where they sweep in and arrest Tl-tE PRIVATE 5ECTOR! 
everybody, ruin reputations, and then find 
that there is only one or two guilty
parties." We feel that law enforce.ent, not 
understanding the inforaation on the BBS,
decided to strike first and ask questions
later. 

2600 magazine and the sysops of the 
Private Sector BBS stand fully behind the 
system operator. As soon as the equipment
is return~, the BBS will be back up. We 
ask all our readers to do their utmost to 
support us in our efforts, and to educate as 
many of the public as possible that a hacker 
is not a ca.puter criminal. We are all 
convinced of our sfSop's innocence, and 
await Rockoff's droppIng of the charges.

[NOTE: Readers will notice that our 
reporting of the events are quite different 
than those presented in the .adia and by the 
Middlese;' County Prosecutor. We can only
remind you that we are much closer to the 
events at hand than the lledia is and that 

EVERYONEKN(. WS A QUALITY BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEM we are much more technologicaily literate 
WHEN THEY SEE ONE. THAT'S WHAT THE PRIVATEthan the Middlesex County Prosecutor's 
SECTOR WAS-AND WILL BE AGAIN, WITH YOUR HELP. 

already taken back many of his statements, TELL THE WORLD WHAT THE PRIV ATE SECTOR W AS ALL 
after his contentions were disproven by AT&T ABOUT AND HOW IT WAS UNJUSTLY SNATCHED IN ITS 
and the DOD. One proble. is that the media PRIME. WRITE OR CALL YOUR ELECTED OFFICIALS AND 
and the police tend to treat the seven cases OFFER TO EXPLAIN THIS KIND OF THING TO THEM. THEY 
as one case, thus the charges against and WILL LISTEN BECAUSE NO ONE ELSE IS GOING TO TELL 

Office. The Middlesex Prosecutor has 

activities of some of the hackers has been THEM! DONATE YOUR TIME, RESOURCES, AND/ORextended to all of the charged. We at 2600 ABILITIES AND STAY IN TOUCH WITH 2600 AT(S16)7S1-2600,can only speak about the case of Private 

I 

YOUR IDEAS ARE WELCOME. 
Sector. I 
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STATE Of NEW JERSEY 
S5 St:ARCII WARRANT 


COUNTY OF MIDDLESEX 


I. This ..Iler bcin,opened 10 the Courl by -Assis..t.a.nL....l!ro..aecul:.DL-Lawxe.nc.cJrfc!i..t..--____ 

oaapplicaflOft for lhei\lua",e' ror. scatch .arrant ror 1M tx pt'nnisa;U pclJOft, n fthM:kd~ribtd bc'~. and Ihe (',.url 


hlvina fn'~rd the n arrldavit. Ollc!uimony under ()Ol,lh. or Ihr saMi ..lte~i.Y:~gpSI:.~.(:fi..,~,rt·J'Il' 


South Plainfield Police Departrne_~ •and bcinasalisftcd Ihcrdrom IhalJocalcdIhcrcinor Iht-fwn 


.nidcDccor waoIatMMts or the tu. JcrW'y Staluln, 10 wit: NJS 2C:20-25(c) ,2C:2-6 

coapiiclty in computer theft; specifically. COMputer cquipmf!nt, includinll 

hardware, aolt",are, ..anuals. computer supplies, address books, records, 

notea, .clBOranda, phone, phone bills, phone records and corrcsp(H1drnc(> 

relatinq t.o the operation of the cOlRl'ult~r. 
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.rizcd 10 lbe penoa from whom il was la"en Of ill _ho\C' ro'\C'uton il was round, or in the abW'RCe of IIKh renon 100 I('",,"e a involved in doing this. However, our present subscribers 
"" of .hi. w..., .... lopthet WlI" MlCh rrteipt In Of upon the ""HI prnni.'CS 'rom which lhe proper" is 'aken. 

(you) can still get back issues at the old price ($1) if your... You arc her., aUIhc'lfizcd 10 cnlcr the pftmi~ dncribnl bdow fl with. )(.ilhoul, firscknockin. and idC'nlif)'inllt~ or· 
rlCC,. as poIkc orr,",., ucllhe "rPGK for bti,. al the pn:mi"-"l. if appIic;:r,bIc order is postmarked September 15 or earlier. 
51. You arc furlha'authoriled 10caCC'u1C Ihis .arranl b(1wttn lit( hoursoLCJ11J~.f,lltt..nd.9...·:fNPJolt..wi'hin Ihen Icn (10) 
dI,. r'OIIIIItt iuuan.:c hfteof, and Ihcreaner 10 rorlhwilh nl;a ....t' pompa rdural" DIC' wilh ...'IIIC'nfll"mlor, or Ihe rr"'rcrl, BA~ ISSUES ARE AVAIlJ\BI...E FOR EVERY tIONTH SNCEJANUARV, 1964 
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